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A B S T R A C T

Four-dimensionally (4D) printed origami structures have great potential for applications in actuators and re-
configurable devices by taking the advantages of 3D printing technology and shape memory polymers. This
study focuses on the shape recovery progression of 4D printed laminated Miura-origami tessellations and tubes
under compressive load-induced unfolding and folding. Recovery forces of the specimens are characterized by
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) experiments. The shape recovery behavior and recovery force are sig-
nificantly influenced by the shape recovery temperature and loading pattern. The high shape recovery capability
of the specimens are signified by the shape recovery ratio of over 94% and volume changes of up to 289%. Lastly,
the actuator application of a 4D printed laminated Miura-origami structure has been demonstrated.

1. Introduction

Origami, which probably originated with the invention of paper in
China and refined in Japan [1], is an ancient art of paper folding of
crease patterns on a two dimensional (2D) sheet to form complicated
three dimensional (3D) structures. The richness of crease patterns of
origami has led to the development of variations from zero-curvature
classic Miura-origami tessellation [2], single-curvature Miura-origami
derivatives [3] and double-curvature origami tessellations [4] to multi-
curvature origami Stanford bunny [5]. During the folding process, or-
igami structures exhibit excellent properties, such as shape-changing,
negative Poisson's ratio and bistability [6,7]. Origami structures have
wide applications in mechanical metamaterials [8,9], artificial muscles
[10] and space-saving rocketry [11]. Miura-origami, one of the simplest
and most extensively applied origami structures, is constructed using
four parallelogram panels with mountain folding and valley folding as
defined in section 2. Miura-origami tessellation and tube are capable to
build metamaterials with intriguing mechanical property [8,9].
Therefore, Miura-origami tessellation and tube structures are chosen to
be studied in this work.

Three-dimensional (3D) printing, commonly known as additive

manufacturing, has attracted considerable attention in recent years
among scientists and engineers due to its flexibility in fabrication of
objects with complex structures [12,13]. Furthermore, by taking the
advantages of 3D printing technology and smart materials, 4D printing
was first introduced by Tibbits in 2013 [14]. The shape and property of
a 4D printed laminated structure usually change over time under ex-
ternal stimuli such as heat [15–17], light [18], water [19,20], electric
field [21] and magnetic field [22]. 4D printing technology has been
adopted in a broad range of engineering applications from biomedical
scaffolds [23], medical device [24], electronic device [25] to dynamic
jewelry [26] and smart textiles [27].

Shape memory polymer (SMP), especially heat-actuated SMP, is one
of the most commonly used stimulus-responsive materials for actuators
and reconfigurable structures. Significant research effort has also been
devoted to the study of the shape morphing/recovery behavior of
simple and complicated structures based on a single material or mul-
tiple materials. For example, Manen et al. [28] presented a new shape-
shifting technique that required only a hobbyist 3D printer and a single
SMP material. Yu et al. [29] utilized the 3D printing of multiple SMP
materials for controlling shape changing sequence. Teoh et al. [30]
demonstrated the multi-stage sequential shape recovery process of 4D
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printed structures using a single SMP with varying geometric thickness.
Bodaghi et al. [31] found that 1D/2D structures printed by fused de-
composition modeling (FDM) using SMP could show self-folding or/and
self-coiling to 2D/3D structures. Ge et al. [32] developed an intelligent
hinge using SMP fibers printed in an elastomeric matrix. Following this
approach, Yuan et al. [33] demonstrated the fabrication of complicated
origami structures using varying fiber orientations of the intelligent
hinge. Wagner et al. [17] studied the large shape transformation of 4D
printed auxetic structures with area changes up to 200%. Teoh et al.
[34] preliminarily investigated the effect of folding axis and hinge
thickness on the cross-folding recovery behavior of 4D printing origami
structures. Furthermore, there have been some studies focusing on free
shape recovery property and constrained shape recovery property of

SMP non-printing or printing structures subjected to tensile [35,36],
compressive [37] and bending [38] load. It can be concluded from the
above review that there were very few studies focused on the shape
recovery property of 4D single-material printed Miura-origami tessel-
lations and tubes subjected to compressive loading.

In this work, the geometric definitions and variations of Miura-or-
igami structures were first presented. Then, the thin-walled Miura-or-
igami tessellations and tubes were designed and successfully fabricated
by fused deposition modeling using SMP filament. Free shape recovery
properties and constrained shape recovery properties of 4D printed
laminated Miura-origami tessellations and tubes were characterized.
The effects of the shape recovery temperature and loading types on the
shape memory properties were investigated. Volume changes with the

Fig. 1. Geometric definitions and variations
of the Miura-origami structure. (a) The 2D
crease pattern (left) of a Miura-origami unit
cell is defined by the vertex angle α, and the
sides a and b. A partially folded unit cell
(right) is defined by its dihedral angle θ
between the facets P1 and P2. (b) The var-
iations of folded states of a Miura-origami
unit cell with the dihedral angles. Fully
unfolded state and fully folded state are
shown with the dihedral angles of π and 0,
respectively. When the unit cell is partially
folded, the unit cell can be deformed by
unfolding load and folding load applied
perpendicular to the Y-Z plane and X-Y
plane, respectively. (c) The Miura-origami
tessellation can be formed by joining two
unit cells in series (c1) while the Miura-or-
igami tube can be formed by joining two
unit cells as mirror-images of each other
(c2).

Fig. 2. The models of thin-walled Miura-origami (a) tessellation and (b) tube. The volumes of the tessellation and tube are defined by the rectangular volume
(L×W×H).
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shape recovery process were also determined.

2. Geometric definitions and variations of Miura-origami

The unit cell of a Miura-origami is comprised of four identical
parallelogram panels, which are defined by the vertex angle α, and the
sides a and b (Fig. 1a). The degree of folding of a unit cell is determined
by the dihedral angle θ. By changing θ from π to 0, the degree of folding
of the unit cell varies from the fully unfolded state to the fully folded
state (Fig. 1b). When the unit cell is partially folded, the unit cell can be
deformed by unfolding load and folding load applied perpendicular to
the Y-Z plane and X-Y plane, respectively. This is consistent with
Mousanezhad's definition [39]. Furthermore, the volumes of Miura-
origami structures obviously vary with the different degree of folding
state. By combining two unit cells in series, a Miura-origami tessellation
can be formed. Likewise, by arranging two unit cells in a mirror-image
symmetric pattern, a Miura-origami tube can be formed (Fig. 1c). These
two structures were chosen for further studies.

3. Materials and methods

3.1. Material and thermal property measurements

The polylatic acid (PLA) based SMP filament used in fused deposi-
tion modeling was fabricated at the Harbin Institute of Technology
(HIT). The thermal properties of PLA based SMP filament were in-
vestigated using the thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements
under nitrogen atmosphere using a Q600 TGA/DSC (TA Instruments)
from room temperature to around 600 °C with ramp rate of 10 °C/min.
The sample weight was about 10mg. The differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC) measurements were also performed using a Discovery DSC
(TA Instruments) from room temperature to 200 °C with ramp rate of
10 °C/min. The sample weight was about 4mg.

3.2. Specimen fabrication

The models of thin-walled Miura-origami tessellations and tubes
were established by the CATIA software (Fig. 2). The unit cell geometric
parameters of tessellation and tube were identical, namely,
a= b=10mm, α= π/3 and θ= π/2. The wall thickness of all speci-
mens is around 0.7 mm. The volumes of the tessellation and tube were
defined by the rectangular volume (L×W×H). The sizes of the tes-
sellation and tube are 34.7 (L)× 9.3 (W)×12.3 (H)mm3 and 23.0
(L)× 18.5 (W)×12.3 (H)mm3, respectively. Based on the geometric

parameters, the origami tessellation and tube were printed by fused
deposition modeling using the PLA based SMP filament. The printing
temperature of the nozzle was 200 °C and the printing speed was
50mm/s.

3.3. Shape memory behavior characterization

The free shape recovery property and constrained shape recovery
property of Miura-origami tessellations and tubes have been studied.
The characterization of free shape recovery property was carried out in
an oven at the recovery temperature without any constraint. The evo-
lution of shape recovery was recorded using a video camera (Sony FDR-
AX100); two reference points were used to calculate the change of
specimen height. The start of recovery process was defined as the mo-
ment when a specimen was placed in an oven at the recovery tem-
perature. The end of recovery process was defined as the moment when
the specimen shape no longer showed any noticeable change. The
characterization of constrained shape recovery property of the de-
formed specimen, on the other hand, was carried out with constrained
displacement for maintaining a compressive strain around 60%. For this
process, the shape recovery force was characterized using RSA-G2 DMA
(TA Instruments) with compressive oscillatory temperature ramp from
25 °C to 90 °C at the ramp rate of 5 °C/min. About 0.01 N pre-load was
applied to ensure contact between the sample and the parallel plates.
The oscillatory strain was set to be 0.1% and the oscillatory frequency
was 1 Hz. Zhang et al. [40] used the same method to measure the re-
covery force of the 4D printed circular braided preform and its com-
posites. All results were recorded from the second shape recovery cycle
in order to avoid the influence of heating history. Three specimens were
used for every test.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Thermal properties of the SMP filament

TGA and DSC measurements of the SMP filament were conducted to
identify the nozzle temperature for printing. As shown in Fig. 3a, the
thermal decomposition temperature of PLA based SMP filament was
around 343 °C, which is considered as a limiting processing tempera-
ture for the filament. Other thermal parameters are shown in the DSC
curve of Fig. 3b. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the SMP fi-
lament was around 64 °C, the crystallization temperature was around
111 °C and the melting temperature was around 168 °C. The Tg, crys-
tallization temperature and melting temperature are close to those

Fig. 3. Thermal properties measurements of PLA based SMP filament. (a) TGA curve (b) DSC curve.
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Fig. 4. Shape recovery behavior of a 4D printed Miura-origami tessellation subjected to an unfolding load. (a) Shape recovery cycle. (b) Shape recovery ratio vs. time
curves for recovery temperatures of 70 °C, 80 °C and 90 °C. The black dash line indicates the shape recovery time of 15 s. The photographs of specimens at 15 s for the
different recovery temperatures are shown on the right. (c) Front view images of the shape recovery process of a specimen at 90 °C. Oblique views of the specimen at
0 s and 22 s are also shown.
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temperatures of PLA in Senatov's work [37]. Based on the SMP filament
thermal properties identified above, the nozzle temperature of 200 °C
was chosen for Miura-origami specimen fabrication using fused de-
position modeling. In the subsequent study of shape recovery behavior,

the deformation temperature and the shape recovery temperature were
chosen to be above Tg.

Fig. 5. Shape recovery behavior of a 4D printed Miura-origami tessellation subjected to a folding load. (a) Shape recovery cycle. (b) Shape recovery ratio vs. time
curves for the heights of points M1 and M2. (c) Front view images of the shape recovery process of a specimen at 90 °C. Oblique views of the specimen at 0 s and 63 s
are also shown.
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4.2. Free shape recovery behavior

4.2.1. Miura-origami tessellation
The shape recovery cycle of a tessellation is shown in Fig. 4a. The

specimen was first deformed to an intermediate shape under the un-
folding load at the deformation temperature, Td (higher than Tg), in an

oven. The intermediate shape was maintained when the specimen was
cooled down to the fixity temperature, Tf, and unloaded. Upon heating
at the recovery temperature, Tr (higher than Tg), the specimen without
external load recovered to nearly its original shape. During the shape
recovery process, Td and Tf were selected to be 90 °C and room tem-
perature, respectively. The shape recovery history was recorded by a

Fig. 6. Shape recovery behavior of a 4D printed Miura-origami tube subjected to an unfolding load. (a) The printed tube (left) is deformed by the unfolding load
(right). (b) Shape recovery ratio vs. time curves for the heights of points M1 and M2. (c) Front view images of the shape recovery process of a specimen at 90 °C.
Oblique views of the specimen at 0 s and 48 s are also shown.
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video camera. The changes in the height of the points M1 and M2 of the
specimen were recorded to calculate the shape recovery ratio. The
shape recovery ratio (Rt) at shape recovery time t can be obtained using
the following equation.

Rt(%) = (ht-hi)/(ho-hi)× 100 (1)

Here, ht, hi and ho denote the height of the specimen at recovery
time t, at the intermediate state and at the original state, respectively.

The effect of the recovery temperature on the shape recovery pro-
gression of a tessellation was studied at Tr= 70 °C, 80 °C and 90 °C,
which were controlled by an oven. As shown on the left of Fig. 4b, the

Fig. 7. Shape recovery behavior of a 4D printed Miura-origami tube subjected to a folding load. (a) The printed tube (left) is deformed by the folding load (right). (b)
Shape recovery ratio vs. time curves for the heights of points M1 and M2. (c) Front view images of the shape recovery process of a specimen at 90 °C. Oblique views of
the specimen at 0 s and 66 s are also shown.
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time variation of shape recovery ratios are signified by the S-shaped
curves with three different recovery stages. The deformed shape re-
covered slowly at the initial and final stages, and more rapidly during
the middle stage. Also, at a given time, the shape recovery ratio in-
creased with increasing recovery temperature. It can be seen that the
shape recovery ratio curve at 70 °C showed lower shape recovery rate
and final shape recovery ratio. The snapshots of the specimens at 15 s
are shown on the right of Fig. 4b. The shape of specimen at 90 °C re-
covered the fastest among the three recovery temperatures. Although
the difference between the shape recovery ratios at Tr= 80 °C and 90 °C
is very slight, the specimen at Tr= 90 °C nearly recovered to its original

shape at 15 s. Therefore, the deformed specimen at higher recovery
temperatures can recover faster to its original shape. As a result, the
shape recovery temperature of 90 °C was selected for further studies of
the shape recovery process.

The time variation of the front view of the tessellation specimen at
90 °C is shown in Fig. 4c. Starting as almost a flat 2D sheet at 0 s, the
specimen folding motion actuated by heating can be clearly observed.
The oblique view of the specimen at 22 s shows that the deformed shape
dramatically recovered to its original shape. In addition, the specimen
volume changes can also be observed during the shape recovery pro-
cess. The volume change ratio (Rv) can be calculated by equation (2).

Rv(%)= Vr/Vi×100 (2)

Here, the specimen volume is defined by the rectangular cubic vo-
lume as shown in Fig. 2. Vi and the Vr denote the specimen volumes at
the intermediate state and at the recovered state, respectively. During
the shape recovery process, the specimen average value of the volume
change ratio of the deformed Miura-origami tessellation subjected to an
unfolding load was up to 203.4%.

The shape recovery cycle of the 4D printed Miura-origami tessel-
lation subjected to a folding load is shown in Fig. 5a. During the shape
recovery process, the shape recovery ratio vs. time curves also

Table 1
Specimen shape recovery data.

Specimen type Type of
loading

Shape
recovery time
(s)

Shape
recovery ratio
(%)

Volume change
ratio (%)

Tessellation unfolding 23.7 ± 1.5 97.9 ± 0.3 203.4 ± 6.2
Tessellation folding 63.0 ± 3.0 95.6 ± 1.1 289.6 ± 5.6
Tube unfolding 48.0 ± 3.0 97.5 ± 0.4 174.9 ± 1.3
Tube folding 63.0 ± 3.0 94.8 ± 0.7 228.9 ± 5.7

Fig. 8. (a) Thermomechanical properties and recovery force vs. temperature curves of a 4D printed Miura-origami tessellation subjected to an unfolding load. (b)
Recovery force vs. temperature curves of a tessellation and a tube subjected to unfolding load and folding load. (c) Recovery forces at 90 °C with standard deviations.
The legends Tess-unfolding and Tess-folding denote the tessellation subjected to an unfolding load and a folding load, respectively.
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maintained an S-shape (Fig. 5b). The specimen heights at M1 and M2
were nearly unchanged after heating time of 63 s with the shape re-
covery ratios of 98.6% and 95.0%, respectively. The shape recovery
time shown here was nearly three times as long as that subjected to an
unfolding load at the recovery temperature of 90 °C (22 s). The reason
of the difference is that the deformed specimen subjected to a folding
load had a low recovery rate before 20 s due to the highly compacted
and folded state. The specimen front views at various time intervals are
shown in Fig. 5c. Starting at the highly folded state at 0 s, the specimen
unfolding motion actuated by heating has been clearly demonstrated.

4.2.2. Miura-origami tube
The shape recovery behavior of the 4D printed Miura-origami tube

subjected to an unfolding load is shown in Fig. 6. The shape recovery
cycle here is the same as that adopted in Fig. 4a. Each unit cell in the
tube unfolded when it was subjected to the compressive load along the
arrow direction shown in Fig. 6a. The shape recovery ratio vs. time
curves of the points M1 and M2 on the specimen were again S-shaped
(Fig. 6b) with three distinct stages and a low recovery rate before 18 s.
Also, the points M1 and M2 showed nearly identical recovery behavior
and the shape recovery ratios of around 98% after heating time of 48 s.
The recorded images of recovery of the deformed tube at 90 °C are
shown in Fig. 6c from 0 s to 48 s. The inner space in the deformed tube
was very small and it became larger with increasing time upon heating
at 90 °C.

Similarly, the loading type, the shape recovery ratio vs. time curves
and the specimen images at different times of a 4D printed Miura-or-
igami tube subjected to a folding load have been studied and the results
are shown in Fig. 7. The shape recovery cycle here was identical to that
adopted in Fig. 5a. As can be seen in Fig. 7b, the deformed specimen
had a low recovery rate before 24 s, which is longer than the corre-
sponding time of 18 s observed in Fig. 6b. It can be seen that by com-
paring the results of Figs. 6 and 7, the deformed tube subjected to a
folding load recovered to its original shape with longer time (66 s) than
that subjected to an unfolding load (48 s).

The key parameters for evaluating the specimen free shape recovery
properties are summarized in Table 1. The specimens subjected to an
unfolding load showed shorter recovery times to their original shape
and had slightly higher recovery ratios compared to those subjected to a

folding load. The above results were attributed to the different heat
conduction rates. The specimens were compacted when subjected to a
folding load, resulting in slower heating rates and recovery rates to the
original shape. Furthermore, all specimens had distinct volume changes
during the shape recovery process and the largest volume change ratio
was up to 289.6%.

4.3. Constrained shape recovery behavior

Miura-origami tessellation as an example for test results based on
DMA and DSC measurements are discussed first. Then results of re-
covery force measurements for the Miura-origami tessellation and tube
are discussed. The shape recovery forces of the Miura-origami tessel-
lation and tube were measured using the DMA compressive oscillatory
experiments with the temperature ramp from 25 °C to 90 °C. The ther-
momechanical properties and recovery force vs. temperature curves of
a Miura-origami tessellation subjected to an unfolding load are shown
in Fig. 8a. The peak value of Tan (delta) occurred at 67 °C, which was
regarded as the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the printed spe-
cimen. This value was close to the Tg of the SMP filament measured by
DSC. The storage modulus decreased in the glass transition region from
52 °C to 67 °C. The recovery force first increased to its peak value of
2.42 N at 51 °C, and then it quickly decreased to 1.25 N at 63 °C. This
result was consistent with the variation of storage modulus with tem-
perature. The recovery force maintained a stable level from 63 °C to
67 °C and then it decreased to 0.26 N as temperature increases to 90 °C.

The recovery force vs. temperature curves of a tessellation and a
tube subjected to unfolding load and folding load (Fig. 8b) show similar
variations to those of Fig. 8a. Furthermore, the recovery forces of spe-
cimens at 90 °C are shown in Fig. 8c. The recovery forces of specimens
subjected to an unfolding load are clearly larger than those subjected to
a folding load.

Lastly, a Miura-origami tessellation subjected to an unfolding load
was chosen to demonstrate its shape recovery capability under a con-
stant restraining force (Fig. 9). The tessellation structure was selected
because it showed the largest recovery force among all specimens stu-
died (Fig. 8b). The constant restraining force was achieved by weight of
15.4 g on the deformed specimen (around 0.5 g). After heating to 90 °C,
the deformed specimen was able to recover under the constant applied
load (Fig. 9b).

5. Conclusions

In this study, the 4D printed thin-walled Miura-origami tessellations
and tubes were fabricated using SMP filament and fused deposition
modeling. Shape recovery behavior of the specimens subjected to un-
folding load and folding load were investigated. The shape recovery
temperature and the loading type had a significant effect on the shape
memory behavior. The deformed specimens subjected to an unfolding
load recovered to their original shapes faster than those subjected to a
folding load, which was attributed to the different heat conduction
rates. Besides, the recovery forces of the specimens subjected to an
unfolding load exhibited larger values comparing to those subjected to
a folding load. The large volume changes during the shape recovery
process indicated the potential of utilizing 4D printed origami struc-
tures for space-saving devices. Lastly, the shape recovery capability of a
Miura-origami structure under a constant restraining force has been
demonstrated.
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Fig. 9. Shape recovery capability of a Miura-origami tessellation. (a) The de-
formed specimen under a constant restraining weight placed on a platform. (b)
After heating to 90 °C, the deformed specimen recovered to its original shape.
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